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A Construction of Extended Generalized Quadrangles Using the
Veronesean
SATOSHI YOSHIARA
A family of c : C2-geometries with point residues isomorphic to the dual of the Tits quadrangles.
T 2 .O/ for the regular hyperoval O can be constructed using the quadratic Veronesean.
c© 1997 Academic Press Limited
1. INTRODUCTION
A residually connected geometry of rank 3 is called an extended generalized quadrangle (or
c : C2-geometry) if it belongs to the following diagram with finite orders s and t :
.c : C2/
1
points
s
lines
C
t
lines
Given a finite generalized quadrangle Q, an extended generalized quadrangle is called an
extension of Q if each point-residue is isomorphic to Q.
There are several known examples of extended generalized quadrangles [4, x1.1], among
which those admitting flag-transitive automorphism groups have been extensively studied in
their close relations with group theory. Those flag-transitive geometries are usually discovered
first as coset geometries of groups constructed by amalgamating certain triples of subgroups.
On the other hand, not so many geometric constructions are known for extensions of gener-
alized quadrangles even when they are flag-transitive. Recently, Del Fra et al. [4] constructed
an extension of the Tits quadrangle T 2 .O/ for each hyperoval O in PG.2; q/ with even q
as well as its covering if O is regular (or classical). Among them only two geometries for
q D 2; 4 are flag-transitive [4, Theorem 7, 9].
In this note, for every regular hyperoval O of PG.2; q/ with q even, we construct an
extended generalized quadrangle G with point-residues isomorphic to the dual of the Tits
quadrangle T 2 .O/. The main idea is to construct a family of q C 3 planes in PG.5; q/ with
the property that any two of them intersect at a point (see Section 2.1) as the images of the
duals of points of O under the map  sending PG.2; q/ to the Veronese variety V2 in PG.5; q/
together with the nucleus of V2 (see Section 3.4)†. The extended generalized quadrangle G is
then constructed by suspending these planes and their intersections from various points outside
from PG.5; q/ (see Section 2.3). In particular, the dual of G is a subgeometry of the affine 1-,
2- and 4-subspaces in the affine space AG.6; q/.
The extended generalized quadrangle G turns out to be flag-transitive iff q D 2 or 4 (see
Sections 4.5 and 4.6). If q D 2, G is the double cover of the Cameron–Fisher extension
C F−.4/ of the 4  4 grid (see Section 4.6). If q D 4, G is the half-quotient of the simply
connected geometry G.0/ constructed in [10, x4.2, 3] as a coset geometry. For q > 4, the
simple connectedness cover of G has recently been established by the author.
†Such a family can also be constructed using the Klein correspondence [9], although the resulting hyperovals are in
general different from those obtained from the construction in this paper.
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2. CONSTRUCTION
2.1. A certain family of planes in PG.5; q/. Assume that in PG.m; q/ with q even there
exists a set S D fXi ji D 1; : : : ; q C 3g of q C 3 projective planes which satisfies the following
property for each i 2 f1; : : : ; q C 3g:
(a) The set Oi :D fXi \ X j ji 6D j 2 f1; : : : ; q C 3gg forms a hyperoval in Xi .
Note that this condition implicitly requires that
(b) Xi \ X j is a projective point, and Xi \ X j \ Xk is the empty set for every mutually
distinct i; j; k in f1; : : : ; q C 3g.
Let H be the subspace of PG.m; q/ spanned by all Xi . As qC 3  5, there are at least four
distinct planes Xi (i D 1; 2; 3; 4). Since each Xi is a projective plane, Xi is spanned by three
distinct points Xi \ X j , Xi \ Xk and Xi \ Xl on a hyperoval in Xi . For i  4, we may take
. j; k; l/ D .1; 2; 3/, and hence H is spanned by three planes X1, X2 and X3. Furthermore, for
each i D 1; 2; 3; 4, Xi is spanned by Xi \ X j (1  j 6D i  4). Thus H D hX1; X2; X3i is
spanned by six points Xi \ X j (1  i 6D j  4). We require that,
(c) H is isomorphic to the projective space PG.5; q/.
2.2. Construction of a Geometry. Assuming the existence of a family S D fXi ji D 1; : : : ; qC
3g of planes of PG.m; q/ .m > 5/ with the conditions (a) and (c) in Section 2.1, we construct
a geometry G.S/ D .G0;G1;G2I ?/ as follows.
Choose an arbitrary projective point u of PG.m; q/ not contained in the subspace H spanned
by all Xi . By Section 2.1 we may identify hu; Hi with PG.6; q/ so that it has a hyperplane
H D PG.5; q/. Now the elements of G0 (and G1) can be intuitively defined as the 3-subspaces
(resp. the lines) in PG.6; q/ which are obtained by suspending Xi ’s (resp. Xi \ X j ’s) from
various points u outside from H . The affine points in PG.6; q/ outside from H are defined
to be elements of G2. Precisely, let
G2 :D the set of projective points in the space hH; ui D PG.6; q/ but not contained
in H ,
G1 :D the set of projective lines of the form hXi \ X j ; vi for i 6D j 2 f1; : : : ; q C 3g and
v 2 G2,
G0 :D the set of projective 3-spaces of the form hXi ; vi for i 2 f1; : : : ; qC3g and v 2 G2,
and the incidence ? is given by symmetrized inclusion.
We refer to elements of G0 (G1 and G2) as points (resp. lines and planes). We sometimes
denote G D G.S/ for short. As usual, we say that two points are collinear (resp. two planes
are co-collinear) whenever there is a line incident with both of them.
If two distinct points P D hv; Xi i and Q D hv0; X j i are collinear, then it follows from the
definition of the incidence above that there is a plane, say w, incident with P and Q. In
particular, P D hw; Xi i and Q D hw; X j i, since w is a projective point not contained in the
hyperplane H of PG.6; q/ with P \H D Xi and Q\H D X j . Then hw; Xi \ X j i is a unique
line incident with both P and Q. Thus the geometry G satisfies the .L L/-property.
The dual G of the geometry G is a subgeometry of the geometry consisting of affine 1-, 2-
and 4-spaces in the affine space hH; ui − H D AG.6; q/. In particular, G also satisfies the
.L L/-property; that is, there is at most one line lying on two distinct planes of G.
LEMMA 2.1. The geometry G D G.S/ above is a residually connected c : C2-geometry in
which the residue of a point hv; Xi i is isomorphic to the dual of the Tits quadrangle T 2 .Oi / for
a hyperoval Oi D fXi \ X j j1  .i 6D/ j  q C 3g. Moreover, there is at most one line incident
with two distinct points (or planes).
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PROOF. Take an arbitrary point P :D hv; Xi i of G. As a subspace of PG.6; q/ D hH; ui,
P is a 3-subspace with a hyperplane Xi D P\H D PG.2; q/. The residue at P consists of the
projective lines of P D PG.3; q/ intersecting the hyperplane H \ P at Xi \X j for some j 6D i ,
and the projective points of P outside from P \H . Since Oi D fXi \ X j j1  .i 6D/ j  qC3g
is a hyperoval by the condition (a) in Section 2.1, the residue of G at the point P is isomorphic
to the dual of the Tits quadrangle T 2 .Oi /. (As for the precise definition of the Tits quadrangle,
see, e.g., [8, x3.1.3; 10, x1].)
For a plane u of G, the points and lines incident with u are hu; Xi i and hu; Xi \ X j i for all
distinct i; j in f1; : : : ; q C 3g, respectively, as u is a projective point in PG.6; q/− H . Thus
they form a circle geometry on q C 3 points. As every point of G on a line l is incident with
every plane over l, we verified that G is a c : C2-geometry the point-residues of which have
the structure described in the lemma.
Thus it only remains to show that G is connected; that is, every two varieties a, b of G can
be joined by a chain of subsequently incident varieties. We may assume that both a and b are
planes. We can easily see that a plane of G is co-collinear with a iff it is a projective point
in ha; Xi i outside from Xi for some i . Thus in the co-collinearity graph on the planes of G,
the connected component of a is the set of projective points of ha; Xi ji D 1; : : : ; q C 3i D
hu; Hi D PG.6; q/ outside from H , which is G2. 2
Since there are q6 projective points of PG.6; q/ outside from the hyperplane H , we have
jG2j D q6. Note that there are q2.q C 2/ lines and q3 planes incident with a point, since the
dual of the Tits quadrangle T 2 .O/ for a hyperoval O in PG.2; q/ has the orders q C 1, q − 1.
Now jG0j (and jG1j) can be obtained by counting the number of point-plane (resp. line-plane)
flags of G in two ways.
LEMMA 2.2. The geometry G D G.S/ consists of q3.q C 3/ points, q5.q C 3/.q C 2/=2 lines
and q6 planes.
We already saw above that two distinct points P , Q of G are collinear iff P D hu; Xi i and
Q D hu; X j i for some plane u of G and for some distinct i; j in f1; : : : ; qC3g. The following
results shows that the (BH)-property holds in our geometry G; that is, each triple of mutually
collinear points is incident with a plane in common.
LEMMA 2.3. For three distinct mutually collinear points P , Q and R, there is a unique
plane u of G incident with all of them: P D hu; Xi i, Q D hu; X j i and R D hu; Xki for u 2 G2
and mutually distinct i; j; k 2 f1; : : : ; q C 3g. Furthermore, for two distinct collinear points
there are exactly q.q C 1/ points collinear with both of them.
PROOF. As P and Q are collinear, we can write P D ha; Xi i and Q D ha; X j i for some
plane a of G and distinct i; j . By the same reason, there are planes b and c such that
R D hb; Xki D hc; Xki, P D hb; Xi i and Q D hc; X j i for some k distinct from i; j . If some
pair of a, b and c are equal, the former part of the lemma immediately follows. Thus we may
assume that a, b and c are mutually distinct.
Let a D hi, b D hi for non-zero vectors ,  and γ of GF .q/7 associated with PG.6; q/.
As a 6D b, ha; bi is a line in P D PG.3; q/ with a hyperplane P \ H D Xi . Thus ha; bi
intersects Xi at a point, and hence we may assume that  C  D: i lies in Xi by replacing 
by its scalar multiple if necessary. Similarly arguing in Q, we may assume that  C γ D:  j
lies in X j . Since a projective line hb; ci in R intersects a hyperplane Xk of R, s C tγ D: k
lies in Xk for some s; t 2 GF .q/ with .s; t/ 6D .0; 0/. Since .s C t/ D k C si C t j lies
in H but  62 H , we have s D t , and hence we may take s D t D 1. Then i D  j C k lies
in the intersection Xi \ hX j ; Xki, which is a projective line of Xi D PG.2; q/ as hX j ; Xki
is a hyperplane of H D PG.5; q/ by the conditions (a) and (b) in Section 2.1. That is,
Xi \ hX j ; Xki is the line through two distinct points Xi \ X j and Xi \ Xk . Then  D  C i
is contained in a projective plane ha; Xi \ X j ; Xi \ Xki.
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In the projective plane ha; Xi \ X j ; Xi \ Xki, the line through two distinct points b and
Xi \ Xk intersects a line ha; Xi \ X j i at a point, say u. Since hb; Xi \ Xki lies in R D hb; Xki
and ha; Xi \X j i D P\Q, this implies that u 2 P\Q\R. Clearly, u 62 H . Thus P D hu; Xi i,
Q D hu; X j i, and R D hu; Xki, which establishes the former part of the lemma.
The latter part is now easy to verify, because of the above conclusion implies that every
point incident with P and Q is of the form hd; Xki for some point d among the q projective
points in P\Q distinct from Xi \X j and some k in the qC1 indices of f1; : : : ; qC3g−fi; jg,
and it is easy to verify that all of these points are mutually distinct. 2
3. CONSTRUCTION OF A FAMILY OF PLANES IN PG.5; q/
In this section we represent a projective point GF .q/.x0; x1; : : : ; xm/ of the projective space
PG.m; q/ associated with the row space GF .q/mC1 by the symbol [x0; : : : ; xm] for short. For a
point u D [u0; u1; u2] of PG.2; q/, we also use the symbol l.u/ to denote the line of PG.2; q/
‘dual’ to u; that is, the set of points [x0; x1; x2] satisfying the following linear equation:
u0x0 C u1x1 C u2x2 D 0:
3.1. The Veronesean and Conic Planes. We denote by  the map from PG.2; q/ into PG.5; q/
given by
[x0; x1; x2] 7! [x20 ; x21 ; x22 ; x0x1; x0x2; x1x2]:
The (quadratic) Veronesean V is defined to be the image of the set of points of PG.2; q/ under
 . (See [5, x25.1] for details on the properties of the Veronesean that we quote below.)
The image .l/ by  of the set of projective points lying on the line l D l.u/ dual to
u D [u0; u1; u2] is contained in the projective plane 5.l/ of PG.5; q/ consisting of the points
[y00; y11; y22; y01; y02; y12] with the following three linear equations represented in matrix
form:  y00 y01 y02
y01 y11 y12
y02 y12 y22
! 
u0
u1
u2
!
D
 0
0
0
!
:
The image .l/ is the intersection of the plane 5.l/ with V , which forms a conic (that is, the
set of zeros of an irreducible quadratic form on PG.2; q/, and so it is projectively equivalent
to the zeros of the quadratic form x20 C x1x2 D 0) in the plane 5.l/ [5, x25.1.7]. Note that
5.l/ is uniquely determined by l to be the subspace in PG.5; q/ spanned by the conic .l/.
Conversely, every conic contained in V is obtained as the intersection of V with 5.l/ for some
line l in PG.2; q/ [5, x25.1.9].
Motivated by this fact, the images .l/ and the planes 5.l/ for lines l of PG.2; q/ are called
conics in V and conic planes of V respectively. Since two distinct lines of PG.2; q/ intersect
at a point and the map  gives a bijection of the set of points in PG.2; q/ with those in the
Veronesean V , we observe the following:
LEMMA 3.1.
(1) [5, x25.1.11] Any two distinct conic planes 5.l1/ and 5.l2/ have exactly one projective
point in common, and this common point belongs to V .
(2) Three distinct conic planes 5.li / (i D 1; 2; 3) have a point in common iff the lines li pass
through a point in common.
In the rest of this paper, we assume that q is even. In this case, a conic .l/ in V , which
is the intersection of a conic plane 5.l/ with V , can be enlarged into a hyperoval in 5.l/ by
adding its nucleus. We denote this nucleus by n..l//.
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LEMMA 3.2.
(1) [5, x25.1.17] The nuclei n..l// for all conics .l/ in V form the following plane N ,
called the nucleus of the Veronesean V:
N :D f[0; 0; 0; y01; y02; y12]jyi j 2 GF .q/g:
(2) If l D l.u/ is a line of PG.2; q/ dual to a point u D [u0; u1; u2] of PG.2; q/, then
n..l// D [0; 0; 0; u2; u1; u0]:
Claim (2) above immediately follows by observing the explicit shape of the intersection
N \5.l/, which is equal to n..l// by Claim (1).
Recall that a hyperoval O is called regular (or classical ) if O is obtained from a conic
in PG.2; q/ by adding its nucleus. As all conics are equivalent, all regular hyperovals in
PG.2; q/ are equivalent. Any regular hyperoval in PG.2; q/ will be denoted by Oq .
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a hyperoval O of PG.2; q/ with q C 2 points ui D [u.i/0 ; u.i/1 ; u.i/2 ]
(i D 1; : : : ; q C 2), consider the lines li dual to ui :
li :D l.ui / D f.x .i/0 ; x .i/1 ; x .i/2 /ju.i/0 x .i/0 C u.i/1 x .i/1 C u.i/2 x .i/2 D 0g:
Let Xi :D 5.li / be the conic planes corresponding to these lines (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2) and let
XqC3 :D N be the nucleus of the Veronesean V .
Then the set S D S.O/ of these q C 3 planes Xi in PG.5; q/ (i D 1; : : : ; q C 3) satisfies
the conditions in Section 2.1. Furthermore, XqC3 \ Xi (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2) form a hyperoval
in XqC3 isomorphic to O , and in each conic plane 5.li / (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2) the points Xi \ X j
( j D 1; : : : ; q C 3I j 6D i) form a regular hyperoval.
PROOF. Since no three distinct points of O are collinear, no three lines of li are concurrent.
Then it follows from claims (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.1 that Xi \ X j \ Xk D ; for all distinct
i; j; k in f1; : : : ; q C 2g. By Lemma 3.2, the nucleus N D XqC3 of V intersects a conic plane
Xi D 5.li / at the nucleus n..li // (in Xi ) of the conic Xi \ V . Observing its explicit shape
in claim (2) of Lemma 3.2, we have n..li // 6D n..l j //, and hence XqC3 \ Xi \ X j D ; for
distinct i; j in f1; : : : ; q C 2g. Thus the property (b) in Section 2.1 is verified.
It follows from claim (2) of Lemma 3.2 that the nuclei XqC3\Xi D n..li //.i D 1; : : : ; qC2/
form a hyperoval in N isomorphic to the original hyperoval O: the isomorphism is given by
sending a point [v0; v1; v2] of PG.2; q/ to the point [0; 0; 0; v2; v1; v0] of N . In the conic
plane Xi .i 6D q C 3/, the q C 1 intersections Xi \ X j . j D 1; : : : ; q C 2; i 6D j/ are mutually
distinct points in the Veronesean V by claims (1) and (2) of Lemma 3.1. Thus they form the
set of points of the conic Xi \ V . Since N \ Xi is the nucleus in Xi of that conic, the set
fXi \ X j j j D 1; : : : ; qC3; i 6D jg is a regular hyperoval. Thus the condition (a) in Section 2.1
as well as the latter remarks in the proposition are verified. 2
Now, applying Lemma 2.3, we can construct an extended generalized quadrangle.
THEOREM 3.1. For a hyperoval O in PG.2; q/, let S D S.O/ be the set of planes in Propo-
sition 3.1 which satisfies the conditions in Section 2.1. Then we can construct a c :C2-geometry
G.S/ as in Section 2.2, in which the residue of a point is isomorphic to the dual of the Tits
quadrangle T 2 .O 0/ for a hyperoval O 0 which is either regular or equal to O .
In particular, if O is a regular hyperoval, then G.S/ is an extension of the dual of T 2 .O/.
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4. AUTOMORPHISMS
In this section, we determine the full automorphism group of the geometry G D G.S/
constructed in Lemma 2.3 using the family S D S.O/ of planes in Proposition 3.1 for a
regular hyperoval O .
4.1. Some Subgroups of Aut.G/. We recall that the hyperplane H D PG.5; q/ is spanned by
six points, Xi \ X j , for distinct i; j in f1; 2; 3; 4g (see Section 2.1). Let G F.q/7 be the vector
space associated with PG.6; q/, and let ei j be a vector of GF .q/7 spaning Xi \ X j . Then they
form a basis of H , recognized as a six-dimensional vector subspace of GF .q/7. We also take
a non-zero vector f7 of a point u of PG.6; q/ outside from H .
For every vector x in H , let .x/ be the GF .q/-linear map sending f7 to x C f7 but fixing
all ei j . Then the set
E :D f.x/jx 2 Hg
is an elementary abelian 2-group of order q6. Since E is a subgroup of GL.7; q/ preserving H ,
it induces an automorphism group of G. Moreover, it acts regularly on the set of planes of G,
as every point of PG.6; q/ outside from H is of the form hxC f7i for some vector x in H . For
a subspace X of H , we denote by E.X/ the subgroup of E consisting of .x/ for all x 2 X .
Each automorphism  of PG.2; q/ induces an automorphism 0 of the Veronesean V:
.x/
0 D .x/
for any projective point x of PG.2; q/. The automorphism 0 can be uniquely extended to an
automorphism of PG.5; q/ [5, Theorem 25.1.10], which we write as 00. We identify PG.5; q/
with the hyperplane H in PG.6; q/, and consider automorphisms of PG.6; q/ which fix u
and induce the same action on H as 00. There are exactly q−1 such automorphisms and they
differ by their actions on the points outside from H , because the identity transformation on H
corresponds to the scalar matrix of GL.6; q/. Any one of them will be denoted by N.
It follows from our construction of S D S.O/ in Proposition 3.1 that, for each automor-
phism  of PG.2; q/ preserving the hyperoval O , the induced automorphism 00 fixes the
nucleus XqC3 D N of V and permutes the remaining planes Xi (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2) corre-
sponding to the points of O . Thus the automorphism N of PG.6; q/ acts on the geometry
G D G.S/, and it fixes the plane u and the point hu; XqC3i, while it permutes the points
hu; Xi i (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2).
Let Aut.O/ be the group of all automorphisms  of PG.2; q/ preserving the hyperoval O ,
and let NAO be the group of the corresponding automorphisms N of G. Note that the group NAO
contains an automorphism corresponding to a linear transformation of GL.7; q/ fixing all
vectors in H D GF .q/6 but sending f7 to its scalar multiple. The group Ku of all such
automorphisms is the cyclic group of order q − 1 and fixes all the lines through the point
u D h f7i. That is, Ku lies in the kernel on the residue of u of the action of the stabilizer
of the plane u 2 G in Aut.G/. Clearly, NAO=Ku D Aut.O/.
The group NAO is contained in the stabilizer of a point–plane flag .hu; XqC3i; u/, and
the stabilizer of the point hu; XqC3i contains the group E.XqC3/ NAO , where E.XqC3/ is a
subgroup of order q3 of E consisting of all .x/ with x 2 XqC3.
Now recall that the full automorphism group Aut.T 2 .O
0// of the Tits quadrangle T 2 .O
0/
has the following structure, since [3] shows that for q > 2 all lines and planes of the affine
geometry AG.3; q/ in which T 2 .O
0/ is embedded as well as the hyperoval O 0 can be recovered
from T 2 .O
0/.
LEMMA 4.1. If q D 2, there is a unique hyperoval O 0 in PG.3; q/ up to projective equiva-
lence and T 2 .O 0/ is the dual 4 4 grid. In particular, Aut.T 2 .O 0// D .S4  S4/2.
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If q > 2, Aut.T 2 .O 0// D VO 0 : AO 0 for any hyperoval O 0 in PG.2; q/, where VO 0 is an
elementary abelian 2-group of order q3 consisting of the translations of AG.3; q/ and AO 0 is
the stabilizer in 0L.3; q/ of O 0. In particular, AO D NAO is a central extension of Aut.O/ by
a cyclic group of order q − 1, under the above notation.
In the following, we do not distinguish AO and NAO if q > 2. Using Lemma 4.1, we can
easily verify that the group of automorphisms of T 2 .O
0/ fixing a ‘point’ together with all the
‘lines’ through it is conjugate to the center of AO 0 if q > 2, and is isomorphic to S3 if q D 2.
Moreover, there is no non-trivial automorphism of T 2 .O
0/ fixing a ‘line’ of T 2 .O
0/ together
with all the lines intersecting it. (The similar statement for a ‘point’ holds if q > 2, but not
for q D 2, since that group is S3 in this case.)
By a standard argument in c : C2-geometry (see [10, x3.2] or [4, Lemma 8]), the latter
property above implies that the kernel of the action of the stabilizer in Aut.G/ of a point P on
the residue Res.P/ is trivial.
If q > 2, E.XqC3/AO induces the full automorphism group of T 2 .O/ on the residue at the
point hu; XqC3i, and hence it coincides with the stabilizer of this point in Aut.G/. Moreover,
if q > 2 the kernel of Aut.G/ on the residue of G at u coincides with the cyclic group Ku
of order q − 1 above, because the kernel induces on Res.hu; XqC3i/ an automorphism group
of Aut.T 2 .O// fixing a point of T

2 .O/ together with all the lines through it.
Since Aut.G/ contains a subgroup E AO , we have established the following under the notation
that we introduced above.
LEMMA 4.2. The group Aut.G/ contains an elementary abelian subgroup E acting regularly
on the set of q6 planes. The stabilizer of a point is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut.T 2 .O 0// for
a hyperoval O 0 in PG.2; q/ which is either O or a regular hyperoval. If q > 2, the stabilizer
of the point hu; XqC3i is isomorphic to Aut.T 2 .O// D E.XqC3/AO .
4.2. The Group Aut.G.O// for Regular O . If O is not a regular hyperoval, Aut.G/ is not
transitive on the set of points of G, because the residue at a point hu; Xi i for 1  i  qC2 is
isomorphic to the dual of T2.Oq/ for a regular hyperoval Oq , while the residue at hu; XqC3i
is isomorphic to the dual of T2.O/.
From now on, we assume that the hyperoval O D Oq in PG.2; q/ (q even) is regular. Recall
that Aut.O2/ D AO2 D S4, Aut.O4/ D S6 and AO4 is the triple cover of S6. In these cases,
Aut.Oq/ acts transitively on the set of q C 2 points on Oq . On the other hand, if q > 4,
there is a unique .q C 1/-subset of Oq which is a conic, and so Aut.Oq/ fixes the nucleus
of this conic. In fact, Aut.Oq/ D P0L.2; q/ and AOq D 0L.2; q/. In particular, AOq acts
transitively on the q C 1 points on the unique conic in Oq but fixes its nucleus.
Thus the orbits of the points of G under the action of the subgroup E AOq of Aut.G/ is a
union of the following three subsets of G0.
G00 :D fhu; XqC3iju 2 G2g, the E-orbit of length q3 containing a point P0 :D hu; XqC3i,
where XqC3 is the nucleus of V ,
G10 :D fhu; XqC2iju 2 G2g, the E-orbit of length q3 containing a point P1 :D hu; XqC2i,
where XqC2 is the conic plane corresponding to the nucleus of the regular hyperoval
O D Oq ,
G20 :D fhu; Xi iju 2 G2; i D 1; : : : ; q C 1g, a set of .q C 1/q3 planes invariant under the
action of E .
Note that a subgroup E AO of Aut.G/ acts transitively on G20 .
PROPOSITION 4.1. If q > 4, then Aut.G/ D E AOq . In particular, Aut.G/ is not transitive
on the set of points of G.
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PROOF. Let G :D Aut.G/, and let O be the Aut.G/-orbit on the points of G containing the
point P0 above.
Suppose first that O D G00 [ G10 . Then G has order jOjjG P0 j D 2q3jG P0 j D q6jAO j2
as G P0 D E.XqC3/AO by Lemma 4.2. Since G is transitive on G20 , jG P j D jGj=jG20 j D
q3jAO j2=.q C 1/ for a point P D hu; X1i 2 G20 . The stabilizer G P contains a normal
subgroup E.X1/ of order q3 acting regularly on the planes of Res.P/. Then the quotient
G P=E.X1/ is a subgroup of AO of index .q C 1/=2 by Lemma 4.2, and by our hypothesis
that O is regular. However, q C 1 is odd.
Next suppose that O D G00 [ G20 . Then we have jGj D jOjjG P0 j D q6jAO j.q C 2/, jG P1 j D
jGj=q3 D q3jAO j.q C 2/, and jG P1=E.XqC2/j D .q C 2/jAO j. However, by Lemma 4.2,
G P1=E.XqC2/ is a subgroup of AO .
Hence O is either G00 or G0. In the latter case, G is of order q6jAO j.qC3/ acting transitively
on the points of G, and the stabilizer of a plane u acts transitively on the set of q C 3 planes
on u, as G P0;u D AO is of index q C 3 in Gu .
If G10 is an E AO -orbit, AO fixes the two points P0 and P1 and transitive on the remaining
points on u. Then fP0; P1g is a block of imprimitivity for the action of Gu on the set of
q C 3 points on u. However, as q C 3 is odd, this is impossible. Thus E AO has exactly two
orbits G00 and G10 [ G20 on the planes of G. This implies that AO acts transitively on the q C 2
points on u distinct from P0. As they are corresponding to the points on the hyperoval O , the
automorphism group Aut.O/ is transitive on them (see the construction of NAO in Section 4.1).
Hence we have q D 2 or 4. In particular, if q > 4 then O D G00 and jGj D q3jG P0 j D q6jAO j,
and hence G D E AO . 2
THEOREM 4.1. If q D 2, the stabilizer S of a plane u in Aut.G/ is isomorphic to S5 and
G D E S D 26 : S5. The geometry G D G.S.O2// is flag-transitive and isomorphic to the
double cover of the Cameron–Fisher extension C F−.4/ of even type [2].
If q D 4, the stabilizer S of a plane u in Aut.G/ is isomorphic to the triple cover of S7 and
Aut.G/ D E S D 212.3S7/. The geometry G D G.S.O4// is flag-transitive and isomorphic to
the half-quotient of the geometry G.0/ in [10].
PROOF. Set G D Aut.G/. For q D 2 or 4, the group A.Oq/ induces SqC2 on the q C 2
points on the plane u distinct from P0. Thus, if we prove that AOq can be extended to a
subgroup S of 0L6.q/ inducing SqC3 on the set S D S.Oq/ of q C 3 planes Xi , then the
stabilizer Gu is an extension of SqC3 by the kernel Ku isomorphic to the cyclic group of
order q − 1. This also implies that G is transitive on the set of points of G and flag-transitive
on G. Moreover, we have G D EGu D q6 : .q − 1/SqC3.
Once the flag-transitivity as well as the structure of its automorphism group is obtained, it is
not so difficult to identify the geometry G.S.Oq//: for example, we can apply [7, Theorem 1]
to conclude that G.S.O2// is a double cover 2 : C F−.4/ of the Cameron–Fisher extension
C F−.4/, since G.S.O2// is an extension of the 4 4 grid. It also follows from [10, x4.1, 2]
that G.S.O4// is the half-quotient of the simply connected geometry G.0/.
Thus it suffices to show the existence of such a group S. In [10, x4.4], such a subgroup S
(in fact, its derived subgroup A) for q D 4 is given without any explanation about how to find
it. Here, I give a natural construction of the group S in some uniformity for q D 2 and 4,
based on the expositions in Section 4.1.
We take the standard conic C consisting of the following projective points ui (i D 1; : : : ; qC
1), which correspond to the zeros of the form x20 C x1x2 D 0:
u1 :D [0; 0; 1]; u2 :D [0; 1; 0]; u3 :D [1; 1; 1]I and
u4 :D [1; !; N!] and
u5 :D [1; N!;!] if q D 4; where ! is a generator of GF .4/x and N! D !2:
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Then uqC2 :D [1; 0; 0] is the nucleus of the conic C , and Oq :D fui ji D 1; : : : ; q C 2g is a
regular hyperoval.
For this hyperoval Oq , the planes Xi (i D 1; : : : ; qC2) can be determined by Section 3.1 as
follows, where the yi j take every value of GF .q/ independently and Nx D x2 for x 2 GF .4/.
We also exhibit XqC3 D N , the nucleus of the Veronesean V (Lemma 3.2):
X1 D f[y00; y11; 0; y01; 0; 0]g; X2 D f[y00; 0; y22; 0; y02; 0]g;
X3 D f[y01 C y02; y01 C y12; y02 C y12; y01; y02; y12]g;
XqC2 D f[0; y11; y22; 0; 0; y12]g and
XqC3 D f[0; 0; 0; y01; y02; y12]g for q D 2; 4I and
X4 D f[!y01 C N!y02; N!y01 C !y12; N!y02 C !y12; y01; y02; y12]g; and
X5 D f[ N!y01 C !y02; !y01 C N!y12; !y02 C N!y12; y01; y02; y12]g for q D 4:
Since q D 2 or 4, the subgroup of 0L.3; q/ preserving Oq induces SqC2 on the set of q C 2
points of Oq with the group of scalar matrices as the kernel. The corresponding subgroup AOq
of 0L.6; q/ (see Section 4.1) induces SqC2 on the set of q C 2 planes Xi (i D 1; : : : ; q C 2).
In order to extend AOq to a subgroup S of 0L.6; q/ inducing SqC3 on the set S D S.Oq/ D
fXi ji D 1; : : : ; q C 3g, it suffices to find an element  of 0L.6; q/ which induces the trans-
position .XqC2; XqC3/ on S. If such  exists, it fixes the points X1 \ X2 and XqC2 \ XqC3,
and interchanges Xi \ XqC2 and Xi \ XqC3 for i D 1; 2. it follows from the above shapes
of Xi that  must be the composition of a field automorphism (possibly trivial) and a linear
transformation
[y00; y11; y22; y01; y02; y12] 7! [y00; y01; y02; γ y11; y22; "y12]
for some , , γ , , " 2 GF .q/. If q D 2, then  is uniquely determined. If q D 4, since 
fixes the point X1 \ X3 and X2 \ X3, we have 1 D  D γ D  D . In each case, we can
check that the semi-linear transformation  given by
[y00; y11; y22; y01; y02; y12] 7! [ Ny00; Ny01; Ny02; Ny11; Ny22; Ny12]
induces the transposition .XqC2; XqC3/ on S. Hence the group S :D hAOq ;  i induces the
symmetric group SqC3 on S with the kernel consisting of the scalar transformations, since
Xi \ X j (i 6D j) contains a basis of GF .q/6. Now the claim is proved. 2
REMARK 1. By Theorem 4.1 above, the construction of G.S.O2// in Section 2.2 and The-
orem 3.1 gives an explicit description of the double cover 2 : C F−.4/ of the Cameron–Fisher
extension C F−.4/. It seems to the author that this is the first explicit description of 2:C F−.4/,
although several explicit descriptions of C F−.q/ are known as well as the topological con-
struction of its covers [1; 2; 6, x2.6].
It is also possible to show directly that G D G.S.O2// is a double cover of C F−.4/, without
quoting [7]: it follows from the collinearity graph 0 of G (see in Section 5) that when q D 2
every point has the unique point at distance 3 from it. Then, identifying a point with its
antipodal point, we can obtain a quotient graph N0 on 20 points. The lines and planes of G
corresponding bijectively to the edges and the maximal cliques of 0 by Lemma 2.3, and hence
a quotient geometry NG of G, can be constructed from N0 using the images of edges and maximal
cliques of 0 under the identifying map. Since NG is an extension of the 44 grid with 20 points,
it is isomorphic to C F−.4/.
4.3. Explicit Generators of the Plane Stabilizer. We found an element of 0L.6; q/ inducing a
transposition .XqC2; XqC3/ in the proof of Theorem 4.1 above. As is explained in Section 4.1,
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we can easily find an element inducing the other distinguished transpositions .Xi ; XiC1/. They
generate the group S in the proof of Theorem 4.1 corresponding to the stabilizer of the plane u.
For explicitness, we give them here.
First, we find distinguished generators .i i C 1/ for AOq , which induces the transposition
.l.ui /; l.uiC1// on the set of lines fl.ui /g dual to the points on the hyperoval Oq in PG.2; q/
(the notation introduced before Section 3.1). Below we exhibit the image of a typical point
u D [x0; x1; x2] of PG.2; q/ by .i i C 1/, where Nx D x2 for x 2 GF .q/ .q D 2; 4/ (note that
.i i C 1/ does not induce .ui ; uiC1/, but its contragradient does):
P.12/ D [ Nx0; Nx2; Nx1]; and
P.23/ D [ Nx0; Nx0 C Nx1 C Nx2; Nx2] for q D 2; 4I
P.34/ D [x0 C x1 C x2; x1; x2] if q D 2I and
P.34/ D [ Nx0; N! Nx1; ! Nx2];
P.45/ D [ Nx0; Nx1; Nx2]; and
P.56/ D [ Nx0 C ! Nx1 C N! Nx2; N! Nx1; ! Nx2] if q D 4:
It is straightforward to find the corresponding automorphisms .i iC1/0, and so .i i C 1/ (see
Section 4.1) of NAOq . For example, .23/ sends a typical point .u/ D [x20 ; x21 ; x22 ; x0x1; x0x2,
x1x2] of the Veronesean V to the point
[ Nx20 ; . Nx0 C Nx1 C Nx2/2; Nx22 ; Nx0. Nx0 C Nx1 C Nx2/; x0x2; . Nx0 C Nx1 C Nx2/ Nx2]
D [ Nx20 ; Nx20 C Nx21 C Nx22 ; Nx22 ; Nx20 C x0x1 C x0x2; x0x2; Nx22 C x0x2 C x1x2]:
Then we can immediately see that the corresponding element .23/ of AOq sends a typical
point P D [y00; y11; y22; y01; y02; y12] of PG.5; q/ to
[y00; y00 C y11 C y22; y22; y00 C y01 C y02; y02; y22 C y02 C y12]:
Similarly, we can determine all .i i C 1/. Here we only give the image of a typical point P
above by .i i C 1/.
q D 2 Explicit generators of S D S5 in 0L.6; 2/:
i P.i iC1/
1 [y00; y22; y11; y02; y01; y12]
2 [y00; y00 C y11 C y22; y22; y00 C y01 C y02; y02; y22 C y02 C y12]
3 [y00 C y11 C y22; y11; y22; y11 C y01 C y12; y22 C y02 C y12; y12]
4 [y00; y01; y02; y11; y22; y12]
q D 4 Explicit generators of S D 3 : S7 in 0L.6; 4/:
i P.i iC1/
1 [ Ny00; Ny22; Ny11; Ny02; Ny01; Ny12]
2 [ Ny00; Ny00 C Ny11 C Ny22; Ny22; Ny00 C Ny01 C Ny02; Ny02; Ny22 C Ny02 C Ny12]
3 [ Ny00; ! Ny11; N! Ny22; N! Ny01; ! Ny02; Ny12]
4 [ Ny00; Ny11; Ny22; Ny01; Ny02; Ny12]
5 [ Ny00 C N! Ny11 C ! Ny22; ! Ny11; ! Ny22; Ny11 C N! Ny01 C ! Ny12; Ny22 C ! Ny02 C N! Ny12; Ny12]
6 [ Ny00; Ny01; Ny02; Ny11; Ny22; Ny12]
REMARK 2. In Theorem 4.1, we showed that if q D 2 or 4 the stabilizer S of a plane
can be obtained as a transitive extension of the subgroup NAO obtained from the stabilizer in
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Aut.PG.2; q// of a hyperoval O via the map  by adjoining the automorphism .q C 2; q C 3/.
If we replace NAO by the larger group Aut.V/ D Aut.PG.2; q//, what is the group generated
by Aut.V/ and .q C 2; q C 3/? Is it the transitive extension of the group Aut.PG.2; q// on
q2 C q C 1 projective lines?
This is certainly not the case when q D 2, because there is no transitive extension of L3.2/
on 7 points with a subgroup S D S5. However, for q D 4, the group M22 : 2 still remains
as the possible transitive extension of the action of Aut.V/. By similar calculations to those
in Section 4.3, we can find another element of Aut.V/ not preserving O , which generates the
whole group Aut.V/ D 0L3.q/ together with explicit generators of NAO in Section 4.3. Explicit
calculations with the aid of GAP, we can verify that the subgroup hAut.V/;  .q C 2; q C 3/i
of GL6.q/ contains an element of order 31 for q D 2 and 315 for q D 4. In particular,
hAut.V/;  .6; 7/i is not isomorphic to 3M22 :2, while we can certainly verify that h NAO ;  .6; 7/i
is 3S7.
Thus there seems no explanation of the embedding of A7 into M22 in terms of the geometry G
or the Veronesean map  .
4.4. Corrections. In [10, x4.4], a geometric construction of the geometry G.0/, which is an
extension of the dual of T 2 .O4/ for a (regular) hyperoval O4 in PG.2; 4/, is given. However,
several errors are included there, which I will fix on this occasion.
We will freely use the notation in [10, x4.4], which, unfortunately, does not exactly corre-
spond to the notation in the present paper. We set X 01 D he5; e6; e7i and let X 0i .i D 1; : : : ; 7/
be conjugates of X 01 under the group A D A7. They correspond to the spaces Xi in the present
paper. Set H 0 D GF .4/6 be the subspace of V spanned by all X 0i , which corresponds to our
H in the present paper. The notation H used in [10, x4.4] is then the subspace of V spanned
by e1, e8 and H 0.
Now note that the construction in [10, x4.4] does not provide a connected geometry: the
similar consideration as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 shows that the connected component of
the co-collinearity graph containing a plane he8i consists of the points of the form he8C xi for
x 2 X 0i and i D 1; : : : ; 7, but does not contain a plane he1 C e8i.
Thus in order to define a connected geometry we replace the original definition of the set G2
of planes in [10, x4.4] by the set of projective points of he8; H 0i (or he1 C e8; H 0i) outside
from H 0. This is exactly the definition of our geometry given in Section 2.1 in the case q D 4.
Moreover, the central involution z of the group K D 21C12 interchanges e1 and e1C e8, and so
the two components of planes. Thus if we replace the original set of planes by the hzi-orbits
on them, then z acts trivially on the geometry, and hence the revised geometry admits the
quotient group 2123A7 of K A D 21C12C 3A7 by hzi, but not K A itself.
Summarizing, the definition of planes of [10, x4.4] should be revised so that the resulting
geometry is connected, and then the resulting geometry is not the simply connected geome-
try G.0/, but its quotient G.0/ admitting 2133A7.
5. COLLINEARITY GRAPH
In this section, we determine the diagram for the collinearity graph 0 of the geometry G. Set
I D f1; : : : ; q C 3g, and fix an arbitrary point P0 D h f; Xi i, where f is any vector of GF .q/7
outside from H . Permuting the indices in I if necessary, we may take P0 D h f; X1i. For
simplicity, we write Xi j :D Xi \ X j , and choose a non-zero vector xi j from Xi j . Remark that
if 1; i; j; k are mutually distinct then xab (a; b 2 f1; i; j; kg) form a basis of H . The plane Xi
is called the base of a point of the shape hx; Xi i. The set of points at distance d from a
point P is denoted by 0d.P/. We set
01 :D fh f C x1; Xi ijx1 2 X1 − X1i ; 1 6D i 2 I g;
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012 :D fh f C xi ; X1ijxi 2 Xi − X1i ; 1 6D i 2 I g;
022 :D fh f C x1 C xi ; X j ijx1 2 X1; xi 2 Xi ; i 6D j 2 I − f1gg;
03 :D

h f C x; X1ijx 2 H −
qC3[
iD1
Xi

:
LEMMA 5.1. The diameter of 0 is three, and each point of G belongs to exactly one of the
sets fP0g, 01, 012 , 022 and 03 above. Furthermore, each point of one of these sets is at distance
0, 1, 2, 2, and 3 from P0, respectively.
PROOF. Let P D h f C x; Xi i (x 2 H ) be an arbitrary point. If i 6D 1, since H is spanned
by X1, Xi and X j for j 2 I −f1; ig, x D x1C xiC x j for some xk 2 Xk (k D 1; i; j). Then P0,
P1 :D h f C x1; X j i, P D h f C x1 C x j ; Xi i is a path of 0, and hence P is at distance at
most 2 from P0. Thus every point with base Xi (i 6D 1) lies in 01 (resp. 022) if it is (resp. not)
collinear with P0. Every point with base X1 is collinear with a point with base Xi (i 6D 1), so
it is of distance at most 3 from P0.
Since each point collinear with a point P D h f C x; X1i is of the form h f C x C x1; X j i for
some j 6D 1 and x1 2 X1, it is collinear with P0 iff x C x1C x j 2 X1 for some x j 2 X j . Thus
a point P with base X1 is at distance 2 from P0 iff it lies in the set 012 above. In particular,
the diameter of 0 is in fact 3 and 03 coincides with the set of points at distance 3 from P0. 2
LEMMA 5.2.
(1) There is no pair of collinear distinct points in 012 [ 03.
(2) For each point P1 D h f C x1; Xi i (i 6D 1, x1 2 X1) of 01, the set 012 \ 01.P1/ consists
of q2 − 1 points: they are h f C xi ; X1i for some xi 2 Xi − X1i .
(3) For each point P2 D h f C xi ; X1i (i 6D 1, xi 2 Xi − X1i ) of 012 , there are exactly 282
points of 01 \ 01.P2/: they are h f C xi C x1; Xi i and h f C xi C x1; X j i for every
x1 2 X1, where j is the unique index in I − f1; ig such that the point Xi j lies on the line
in Xi D PG.2; q/ through the points hxi i and X1i .
(4) For each point P 02 D h f Cx1Cxi ; X j i (1; i; j are mutually distinct, x1 2 X1 and xi 2 Xi )
of 022 , there are exactly q.q C 1/ points of 01 \ 01.P 02/. Such a point with base Xk for k
distinct from 1; i; j is of the form f f C x1 C a.k/x1i C dx1 j ; Xkg for any d 2 GF .q/,
where a.k/ is the unique element of GF .q/ such that xi C a.k/x1i 2 hXi j ; Xiki. Such a
point with base Xi is of the form h f C x1 C dx1 j ; Xi i for any d 2 GF .q/.
PROOF. The symbols appearing in the assumption of each claim are used without explicit
reference, as well as the notation introduced at the beginning of this section. The claim (1)
holds because two distinct points of 012[03 have the same base X1 and hence are not collinear.
(2) Q 2 012 is collinear with P1 iff Q D h f C x1 C xi ; X1i D h f C xi ; X1i for some
xi 2 Xi − X1i , and there are exactly jX1 − X1i j=q D q2 − 1 such points as h f C xi ; X1i D
h f C x 0i ; X1i iff xi C x 0i 2 X1i .
(3) Since the q C 2 points Xik (k 6D i) form a hyperoval Oi in Xi D PG.2; q/, the point
hxi i 6D X1i lies in the unique line through X1i . Let Xi j be the second point of the hyperoval Oi
on that line.
Now take a point P D h f C x1; Xki (x1 2 X1, k 6D 1) of 01\01.P2/. Then there is xk 2 Xk
such that x1C xk D xi C x 01 for some x 01 2 X1. If k 2 I −f1; i; jg, xab (a; b 2 f1; i; j; kg) form
a basis of H , and hence xi and xk can be uniquely written in the forms xi D ax1i Cbxi j Ccxik
and xk D a0x1k C b0xik C c0x jk for a; b; c; a0; b0; c0 2 GF .q/. As xi C xk D x1 C x 01 2 X1, the
linear independence of xab implies that b D c0 D 0 and b0 D c. In particular, xi C ax1i D cxik
and c 6D 0 as xi 62 X1i . However, this implies that the point Xik lies on the line hxi ; X1i i in
the plane Xi D PG.2; q/, which is against our hypothesis k 6D j .
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0
0
¡ 2
1: (q + 2)(q2 – 1) /2
¡ 2
2: q2 (q – 1)(q + 2)
q2 (q + 2)
q (q2 – 1)
q (q2 – 1) q (q  – 1)/2
q (q + 1)
q (q + 1) q (q + 1)/2
1
¡1: (q + 2)q2 ¡3: q(q – 1)2/2
(q + 2)q2
P0 :1
q2 – 1
2q2 q3
FIGURE 1. Diagram for the collinearity graph 0 of G.
Thus k D i or j . The point P D h f C x1; Xi i is collinear with P2 D h f C xi ; X1i
for any x1 2 X1, as P \ P2 contains f C x1 C xi . Since h f C x1; Xi i D h f C x 01; Xi i
for x 01 2 X1 iff x1 C x 01 2 X1i , there are exactly jX1j=jXi1j D q2 such points. The pointh f C x1; X j i is collinear with P2 D h f C xi ; X1i for any x1 2 X1, as xi 2 hxi1; xi j i and so
x1 C bxi j D xi C .x1 C axi1/ 2 P2 \ P for some a; b 2 GF .q/. By the same reasoning as
above, there are q2 such points.
(4) By replacing f by f C x1, we may assume that x1 D 0. Assume that a point P D
h f C x 01; Xki of 01 (k 6D 1; x 01 2 X1) is collinear with P 02 D h f C xi ; X j i. Then k 2 I −f1; jg.
There is a vector x j 2 X j such that xi C x j C x 01 2 Xk .
If k D i , this is equivalent to x j C x 01 2 Xi . Choose an index m distinct from 1; i; j ,
and write x j and x 01 as linear combinations of a basis fxabja; b 2 f1; i; j;mgg. Then we
conclude that x j D ax1 j C bxi j and x 01 D ax1 j C b0xi j for some a; b; b0 2 GF .q/. Thus
P D h f C ax1 j ; Xi i. Conversely, a point h f C ax1 j ; Xi i is collinear with P 02 for each
a 2 GF .q/, as it shares f C xi C ax1 j with P 02. Since h f C ax1 j ; Xi i D h f C a0x1 j ; Xi i
iff .a C a0/x1 j 2 X1 j \ Xi D f0g, there are exactly q points with base Xi in 01 \ 01.P 02/.
If k 2 I − f1; i; jg, we express xi , x j and x 01 as linear combinations of a basis fxabja; b 2f1; i; j; kgg of H . Then the relation xi C x j C x 01 2 Xk implies that xi D ax1i C bxi j C cxik ,
x j D dx1 jCbxi jCc0x jk , and x 01 D ax1iCdx1 jCc00x1k for some a; b; d; c; c0; c00 in GF .q/. Thus
P D h f Cax1iCdx1 j ; Xki. Note that, since P 02 and so xi is given, a is uniquely determined by k
so that xi C ax1i 2 hX1 j ; X1ki, but d may be an arbitrary element of GF .q/. Conversely, any
point P of this form is collinear with P 02 as . f Cax1iCdx1 j /Ccxik D . f C xi /C.bxi jCdx1 j /
is contained in both P and P 02. As P is uniquely determined by k 2 I−f1; i; jg and d 2 GF .q/
there are exactly q2 points of 01 \ 01.P 02/ with base Xk for some k 2 I − f1; i; jg. 2
From the information in Lemma 5.2 together with Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 5.1, it is now routine
to verify that Figure 1 is the diagram for 0 by double counting arguments.
If q D 2 and 4, the sets 01, 012, 022 and 03 are the non-trivial orbits of the stabilizer of
the point P0 in Aut.G.S.Oq///. If q D 4, this should be the same as [10, Figure 5], since
G.S.O4// is the quotient geometry of a coset geometry G.0/ by Theorem 4.1. Note that this
is in fact the case.
Furthermore, if q D 2, 03 consists of a single point. Thus, identifying each point with the
point at distance 3 from it, we can construct the quotient of the antipodal graph 0. We can verify
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that the quotient graph is the collinearity graph of the quotient geometry of G with 20 points,
which is the Camerson–Fisher extension C F−.4/ of the 4 4 grid (see Remark (after) 4.3).
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